Common features of professional development activities for mathematics and science teachers
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This study examines professional development activities provided for mathematics and science teachers in the National Science Foundation’s Math and Science Partnership Program by analyzing a cross-sectional sample of over 2000 professional development (PD) activities in the program. Data were gathered from secondary source documents and surveys to examine core and structural features of professional development offerings (i.e. form, collective participation, content, duration and outcomes). The results from this sample of PD activities for mathematics and science teachers were mixed. There was evidence of research-based practices, including the collective participation by teachers at the same grade levels, a focus on content-specific training and sufficient duration. However, courses and workshops continued as the dominant form of PD delivery, there are few measures used to assess the PD activities, and the partnerships did not connect PD efforts for mathematics and science teachers with classroom practices and student achievement outcomes. These findings indicate that the delivery of PD has adopted important research-based strategies, but that the partnerships need to design better methods for documenting growth in teacher knowledge and connecting that growth with student outcomes.
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Introduction

Over the past decade the design of professional development (PD) has become more purposeful, with a focus on using teacher PD models with demonstrated effectiveness (Blank and Alas 2008, Desimone 2009, Wei \textit{et al.} 2009), and on connecting effective teacher PD models with student achievement (Craig 2006, US Department of Education 2008). The research on PD in mathematics and science indicates that there are \textit{core} and \textit{structural} features that have positive effects on teachers’ knowledge and classroom teaching practices (Garet \textit{et al.} 2001, Desimone 2009). The inclusion of these features in the design and implementation of PD for mathematics and science teachers maximizes the potential for positive effects on teachers and classrooms.

The purpose of this study was to examine the inclusion of research-based features in PD activities designed and delivered by partnerships in the National Science Foundation’s Math and Science Partnership (NSF MSP) program. In particular, we were interested in determining the extent to which MSPs in the program implemented the \textit{core} features (content, coherence and active learning) and \textit{structural} features (form,
duration and collective participation) shown to have significant positive effects on teacher knowledge and classroom practice (Garet et al. 2001, Desimone 2009). Results of research on these core and structural features indicate positive effects when there is a greater emphasis on developing teachers’ mathematics and science content knowledge, opportunities for active learning and coherence of the planned activities, and PD experiences of longer duration with collective participation (i.e. groups of teachers from the same school, department, or grade level) (Porter et al. 2000, Garet et al. 2001).

**Professional development effects on teacher knowledge, skills and practice**

PD is an integral part of reform efforts in mathematics and science education (Desimone et al. 2007, Blank and Alas 2008). A review of how the education system in the United States compared with those of other Group of Eight (G8) countries reveals that more teachers of US fourth-graders reported participating in PD focused on mathematics content, the improvement of students’ critical thinking skills and student assessment than those of fourth-grade students in Japan, Italy and Scotland (Miller et al. 2007).

Several features have been identified as characteristics of high-quality PD and proposed as part of a ‘core conceptual framework’ by Desimone (2009, p. 185). One feature is the duration of PD experiences. In order for PD to be effective, teachers must have adequate time for reflection and learning (Marx et al. 1998, Speck 2002), including adequate contact hours and sustained experiences for an extended period of time (Loucks-Horsley 1998, Hiebert 1999). This allows teachers to examine their existing beliefs and reflect on new ideas (Klentschy 2005). Another recommended feature is that PD experiences be collaborative and include support from colleagues and outside experts (Briscoe 1991, Marx et al. 1998, Lee 2004/05). Further, PD should provide opportunities for active participation in learning (Marx et al. 1998), should be based on participants’ needs and goals (Lee 2004/05, Klentschy 2005) and should be grounded in teachers’ work (Speck 2002).

Several large-scale reviews of effective PD in mathematics and science echo these recommendations (Desimone et al. 2002, Peck et al. 2007, Blank and Alas 2008, Bolyard and Moyer-Packenham 2008, Desimone 2009). These reviews emphasize the importance of the frequency and duration of the experiences, a focus on mathematics and science content, and methods for assessing the quality of the PD experiences. Other recommendations include an emphasis on encompassing multiple elements of the system (Loucks-Horsley 1998), opportunities for teacher leadership (Desimone et al. 2002), and improved measures and methods for studying the effects of PD on teachers and students (Blank and Alas 2008, Desimone 2009).

Many of these recommendations are characteristic of what Moyer-Packenham and Westenskow (in press) refer to as content-embedded PD, where the learning of mathematics and science content is embedded within the activity rather than being the sole goal of the activity (Desimone 2009, Wei et al. 2009). Examples of content-embedded PD might include lesson study (Fernandez 2005, Lewis et al. 2006), peer or content coaching (Feger et al. 2004), mentoring (Halai 1998, Pourdavood et al. 1999), teacher research (Edwards and Hensien 1999) and professional learning communities (Arbaugh 2003, Snow-Gerono 2005). By nature, these experiences are longer term, are teacher driven, encourage active participation and collaboration, and are more coherent with the work of teaching. However, Wei et al. note that, ‘Overall, the kind
of high-intensity, job-embedded collaborative learning that is most effective is not a common feature of PD across most states, districts, and schools in the United States’ (Wei et al. 2009, p. 4). This trend occurs not only in the United States, but elsewhere; as Boyle and Lamprianou (2006) note, the participation of primary and secondary teachers in England in these types of embedded PD offerings has increased over time.

Results on the use of lesson study to increase teachers’ mathematics and science knowledge are reported for teachers in different countries. Fernandez (2002, 2005) found that the use of lesson study with a group of elementary teachers from the United States served as an incentive for teachers to learn more content. Marsigit (2007) found that participation in lesson study improved Indonesian secondary mathematics teachers’ instructional practices and skills. Marble (2007), likewise, found participation in lesson study to lead to improvements in pre-service elementary teachers’ skills for science instruction.

A direct goal of PD is to impact teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, skills and, ultimately, their practice. For example, Hill and Ball (2004) found that participation in a PD program focused on mathematics content improved teachers’ performance on measures of mathematical knowledge for teaching. Other features related to teacher knowledge growth included the length of the program and opportunities for active learning. Using data from the 2000 National Assessment of Educational Progress Mathematics Assessment eighth-grade sample, Smith et al. (2005) found a relationship between teachers’ participation in content-focused PD and their reported emphasis on conceptual learning goals and instructional strategies. Other studies have found positive impacts of professional development experiences based on curriculum materials. Collopy (2003) conducted a case study of two elementary teachers’ learning through the use of mathematics curriculum materials and found that one teacher demonstrated marked changes in her instructional philosophy and practices.

Some findings suggest positive effects of PD when experiences are closely tied to teachers’ work and goals, and involve collaboration among colleagues and experts. Two studies (Blank et al. 2006, Porter et al. 2007) that examined the impact of a program using data on teachers’ instructional practices and student achievement to design PD experiences found that all schools in the study developed greater alignment of instruction with mathematics and science standards.

Experiences that foster collaboration among colleagues and experts have also been reported to positively influence teachers’ knowledge, practice and beliefs. Edwards and Hensien (1999) found that elements of collaboration, support and reflection inherent in a collaborative action research effort between a middle school mathematics teacher and a mathematics teacher educator contributed to changes in the teacher’s knowledge, beliefs and practices. Lieberman (2009) found mathematics teachers’ participation in lesson study facilitated the development of a learning community. Nelson and Slavit (2007) examined case studies of Grades 6–12 science and mathematics teachers engaged in collaborative inquiry and found that the collaborative inquiry contributed to their professional growth.

Explicit modeling of desired instructional practices has been documented as positively influencing teacher outcomes. Clark et al. (2008) found that secondary mathematics and science teachers’ concurrent participation in a course and professional learning community experiences supported the emergence of participants’ use of conceptually based descriptions about solution approaches. This emergence resulted from experts’ modeling and reinforcing these behaviors with participants.
Hanegan et al. (2009) found that students of teachers who had participated in a PD experience that modeled authentic inquiry teaching in science asked more open-ended, higher-order questions than students of teachers who participated in a PD experience modeling simulated inquiry. Finally, elementary teachers’ participation in discussions of discourse structures in inquiry-based science instruction deepened participants’ understanding of their and their students’ social roles, facilitating a connection between theory and practice (Oliveira 2010). The PD experiences were facilitated by experts in both science content and discourse.

Professional development and connections to student outcomes

Desimone (2009) proposes a core conceptual framework for connecting the effects of PD with students and teachers. This core conceptual framework links core features of PD with increased teacher knowledge, changes in instruction and improved student achievement. Although it is difficult to find large-scale research that explicitly links PD with changes in student achievement, recent reports do show that it is possible to isolate and measure the effects of PD features on student achievement (Garet et al. 2008, Glazerman et al. 2008). Kennedy’s (1998, 1999) earlier reviews of studies of PD that examined student outcomes in mathematics and science indicated that the content of PD programs was important in predicting benefits to students. For example, mathematics PD programs that focus on knowledge of subject and how students learn the subject have greater effects on students. In science, the review suggests that content also matters. To date, the most consistent positive link between teachers’ subject specific preparation and student achievement occurs in secondary mathematics (Goldhaber and Brewer 2000, Telese 2008).

Additionally, there have been small-scale studies relating PD to student outcomes, specifically focusing on teachers’ understanding of content and students’ learning of content. For example, Fennema et al. (1996) found substantial changes in the instruction of 18 teachers that were related to changes in student achievement in a study of 21 primary grade teachers. Cobb et al. (1991) studied 10 second-grade classrooms and found higher levels of conceptual understanding and computational skills in the project classes versus the non-project classes. Lewis et al. (2006) found evidence of a positive impact on students’ mathematics achievement scores when lesson study was used as a PD model.

In the present study, we examine the inclusion of those research-based features shown to positively affect teacher knowledge and instructional practices in the PD activities designed and delivered by partnerships in the NSF MSP program. The following research questions sought to determine the extent to which MSPs in the program implemented the core features (content, coherence and active learning) and structural features (form, duration and collective participation) shown to have significant positive effects on teacher knowledge and classroom practice (Garet et al. 2001, Desimone 2009). In the MSP program: What are the most common forms of the teacher PD activities (e.g. courses, institutes, workshops)?; What is the collective participation of the teachers in the PD activities (e.g. grade level)?; What are the most common content foci of the teacher PD activities (e.g. mathematics and science standards and topics)?; What are the most common durations of teacher PD activities (e.g. hours, days, weeks)?; and How are the outcomes of teacher PD activities documented and measured? These questions sought to illuminate, through a descriptive analysis, the inclusion of effective features in the PD activities of partnerships in the NSF MSP Program.
Methods

Data sources

The present study used data from the NSF MSP Program. We analyzed a cross-sectional sample of qualitative and quantitative sources to triangulate findings. Data were gathered from 48 NSF MSPs1 (ongoing at the time of data collection and analysis) awarded during FY2002–2004. The projects were in their second, third or fourth year of administration at the time of our analysis.

Qualitative measures

The first source of data was in the form of annual and evaluation reports. These self-report documents were submitted annually by the MSPs to the NSF to report yearly progress. We reviewed a total of 108 report documents: 22 reports from Year 1 (2003–2005), 34 reports from Year 2 (2004–2006), 41 reports from Year 3 (2005–2007) and 11 reports from Year 4 (2006–2008). There were 48 annual reports reviewed, one from each of the 48 MSPs. There were 60 evaluation reports reviewed, with two evaluation reports each from 16 of the MSPs, one evaluation report each from 28 of the MSPs and four MSPs where an Evaluation report was not reviewed. All 48 of the MSPs were represented in the sample. These reports represented a purposive cross-section sample of the documents describing the PD activities offered by the MSPs.

Quantitative measures

The second source of data was obtained from three surveys in the NSF MSP Management Information System (MIS). The three surveys were entitled Annual Institution of Higher Education Survey, Annual K–12 District Survey and Annual Survey for Comprehensive and Targeted Partnership Projects. These surveys provided numerical data on the PD activities of the MSPs since their inception. The data include two annual survey administrations, with 34 MSPs completing the surveys during the first administration and 40 MSPs completing the surveys during the second administration. (We will refer to these survey administrations as Wave I and Wave II.) Specific responses were extracted from the surveys that focused on pre-service and in-service teacher PD activities, including the development of courses and programs for teachers, numbers of participants in PD activities, specific groups participating in the activities, the duration of the activities and the content focus of the activities.

Procedures

We developed a reader protocol, based on PD features described by Garet et al. (2001), to conduct the document analysis. The protocol focused on identifying structural features (form, duration and collective participation) and core features (content, coherence and active learning) (Garet et al. 2001).

Structural features

Garet et al. (2001) describe form as the type of PD activity, including learning communities, study groups, lesson study, workshops, courses and institutes. They
describe duration as the total number of contact hours and the span (in days, weeks and months) of the PD activity. In our results, we converted all units of length into hours for ease of comparison. Some items could not be converted (e.g. reports that stated ‘daily’, ‘weekly’ or ‘regularly’). Collective participation refers to groups of teachers from the same school, department or grade level participating together in PD (Garet et al. 2001). We categorized collective participation by: groups of teachers from the same grade levels; groups of teacher leaders; and groups of pre-service teachers participating in the PD.

Core feature. The core feature identified by Garet et al. (2001) and included in our analysis was content. This category included information that was presented during the PD activity, such as mathematics and science content, teaching practices, lesson planning, curriculum materials or other instructional content (Garet et al. 2001). We first categorized PD activities as being mathematics-focused, science-focused or mathematics and science-focused. These were further categorized into sub-categories based on the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000) content standards and the National Science Education Standards (National Research Council 1996). These sub-categories were coded by mathematics and science content experts.

We identified two additional features that focused on outcomes: instruments and benchmarks. We identified instruments being used by the MSPs to document teacher PD outcomes and benchmarks related to the PD goals of the project. In our results, we report items for most categories when they reached a minimum frequency of 2.5% among all of the PD activities. Those items that appeared in less than 2.5% of activities, or those that lacked sufficient detail to determine their form, were grouped in an other category.

Analysis

We identified information from the documents in multiple phases. First, we read and extracted information from the reports. We then used keywords to search all of the documents. Next, we organized this information by features of PD. During these phases we repeatedly reviewed the narrative documents to identify additional information until we reached data saturation. To triangulate data obtained from the narrative documents, we compared these data with numerical data from the MSP MIS survey items. MSP MIS survey data provided information on courses and programs developed or offered by the MSPs, the duration of PD activities, numbers and types of participants in those activities, and numbers of PD activities. To present our results, we converted information extracted from the narrative reports into a numeric format for each of the six features, using frequencies and percentages for ease of comparison. Items were weighted in the analysis so that each individual PD activity maintained a total weight of 1.0.

Results

The following results illuminate the inclusion of research-based features of PD provided for mathematics and science teachers in the MSP program. The results examine the six core and structural features being implemented by these partnerships. The
Our sample
During the first part of our analysis, we identified the number of participants in the PD activities in the 48 MSPs. The MSP MIS data indicated that there were 34,004 teachers at the K–12 level that received PD (based on Wave II data, Annual K–12 District Survey). This included 21,041 elementary school teachers, 6680 middle school teachers (3929 mathematics and 2751 science) and 6283 high school teachers (3696 mathematics and 2587 science). Elementary school teachers represented the largest group participating in PD (61.9% of all participants), followed by middle school teachers (19.6%) and high school teachers (18.5%). More mathematics teachers in middle and high school participated in PD activities than science teachers (7625 and 5338, respectively). At the post-secondary level, a total of 9790 individuals enrolled in institutions of higher education (including science, technology, engineering, and mathematics undergraduates, pre-service undergraduates, alternative certification students, graduate students and postdoctoral students) and were recipients of PD. A total of 16,800 course enrollments were reported for pre-service students during these academic years. These data identify the scope of individuals with which the partnerships worked.

The surveys and narrative reports revealed a discrepant total number of PD activities. The Annual Survey for Comprehensive and Targeted Partnership Projects (Waves I and II) reported 1481 separate PD activities; and the annual reports identified 2340 separate PD activities. The discrepancy in the number of PD activities was caused by several factors. The survey data included 40 MSPs, while the report data included 48 MSPs; therefore, there were more MSPs included in the data from the reports. The MSP MIS survey data were reported by MSPs prior to many of the partnerships writing their third-year and fourth-year reports; therefore, there were additional activities included in the reports that were under-reported on the surveys. Finally, some MSPs did not provide information on the surveys detailing all of their PD activities, even though they described these activities in their reports. Essentially, they under-reported their activities on the surveys. The narrative reports provided much greater description of the features of the PD activities; therefore, the results in the sections that follow are based on the 2340 PD activities described in the narrative reports.

Results based on the six features of professional development
Forms of professional development
The first research question we examined was: What are the most common forms of the teacher PD activities (e.g. courses, institutes, workshops) in the MSP program? In the reports, a total of 1605 of the 2340 PD activities in mathematics and science identified the form of the PD. Table 1 shows the most common forms that were identified. These included courses (30.0%), workshops (20.2%), institutes (13.1%) and meetings (10.6%). Those forms reported with less frequency included trainings (9.0%), programs (7.9%), conferences (5.3%) and seminars (3.9%). Of the 2340 PD activities identified, 735 (31.4%) did not identify a specific form or identified in a form category
that did not reach a minimum frequency of 2.5%. Some of these PD activities included study groups, teacher collaborations, teacher networks, mentoring/coaching, internships, learning communities and lesson study. Courses, workshops and institutes continued to be the most common forms of teacher PD, even though research-based findings indicate that the more effective forms are those that were offered less frequently among the partnerships.

The surveys showed that a total of 82 new courses, 179 modified courses, 11 other courses and 10 new alternative certification programs were offered. While forms of PD activities, including peer coaching and study groups, were described in less than 2.5% of PD activities in the reports, the survey results showed that there was peer coaching in 19 (out of 34) MSPs and that there were study groups in 16 MSPs during Wave I. During Wave II, 20 (out of 40) MSPs reported peer coaching and 27 reported study groups on the survey. These data indicate that, although these forms occurred with less frequency among all of the activities, the forms were present in about one-half of the MSPs across the program.

**Collective participation**

The next research question asked: What is the collective participation of the teachers in the PD activities? The data indicate that teachers most often participated collectively in grade-level groups, or as pre-service teachers or teacher leaders. The largest participating groups were teachers participating by specific grade levels (69.9%), with teachers in Grades Six, Seven and Eight having the most opportunities to participate collectively. With less frequency were pre-service teachers (16.4%), and teacher leaders (13.7%) participating as collective groups (see Table 2).

**Content of professional development**

The next research question examined: What are the most common content foci of the teacher PD activities in the MSP program? The majority of PD activities focused on mathematics (56.6%), followed by science (25.0%) and combined content (18.5%). The content foci of the PD in both mathematics and science are presented in Tables 3
and 4. (Decimal numbers in the tables are a result of the weighting system used to categorize items.) Some activities lacked specific detail and were not categorized. For example, an activity may have been described as a science-focused PD activity, but no details were provided on the specific science-related content that was addressed.

There were approximately 542 activities that included mathematics-focused content (see Table 3). The most frequent mathematics-focused content was curriculum (29.4%), followed by algebra (16.4%), geometry (15.2%), number and operations (9.1%), and data analysis and probability (8.8%). With less frequency, the mathematics-focused PD included calculus (5.4%), assessment (5.3%), problem-solving (4.8%) and measurement (1.8%). There were approximately 293 activities that included science-focused content (see Table 4). The most frequent topic presented in the science-focused PD was physical science (32.1%), followed by earth and space science (20.2%), life science (17.4%), curriculum (11.2%) and science as inquiry (8.3%). With less frequency the science PD included science and technology (4.2%), unifying content and processes in science (3.8%), and history and nature of science (1.8%).
Duration of professional development

The next research question asked: What are the most common *durations* of the teacher PD activities (e.g. hours, days, weeks) in the MSP program? The MSP MIS survey reported the amount of PD hours received by K–12 teachers since the inception of the MSP and was organized by elementary school, middle school (subdivided by mathematics and science) and high school (subdivided by mathematics and science) teachers. There were 34,004 teachers that received PD (see Table 5). Of those teachers, the largest portion (38.9%) participated in 21–40 hours of PD, closely followed by 34.2% of teachers who participated in 1–20 hours of PD. A lesser number of teachers participated in 41–80 hours (14.2%), 80–120 hours (6.3%), 161+ hours (3.9%) and 121–160 hours (2.4%). These data show that the majority of teachers received between 1 and 40 hours of PD from the MSPs. Duration was also identified in the report documents (see Table 6). In 959 activities where duration was reported, 1–20 hours was the most...
frequent duration of PD activities (57.8%), followed by 21–40 hours (28.4%). Both the survey and report data show a consistent pattern in the number of hours of teacher participation, with 1–40 hours being the most frequent.

Outcomes of professional development

The final research question asked: How are the outcomes of teacher PD activities documented and measured in the MSP program? We examined instruments and benchmarks to determine: whether MSPs were reporting information on instruments being used to collect data on outcomes of the PD activity, and whether MSPs reported the attainment of benchmarks associated with the PD activity. There were several different instruments reported to assess teacher growth and teacher knowledge (see Table 7). The instruments most frequently used were surveys (38.6%), followed by tests/examinations (27.6%), observations (21.5%), interviews (8.3%) and portfolios (3.9%). A large portion of activities (1862 out of 2340, 79.6%) did not report the use of any instruments to measure PD outcomes. (For a more complete discussion of the instruments used by the MSPs, see Moyer-Packenham et al. 2008.) A total of 476 PD activities identified benchmarks, and 85.2% indicated that they met their benchmarks (see Table 8). Examples of benchmarks included recruiting a set number of participants in the PD activity, numbers of teachers completing a course and increases in student mathematics achievement in classes taught by participating teachers. However, the findings for this feature

Table 6. Duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Identified frequency (n = 959)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–20 hours</td>
<td>554 (57.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–40 hours</td>
<td>272 (28.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–80 hours</td>
<td>68 (7.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81–120 hours</td>
<td>25 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121–160 hours</td>
<td>25 (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161+ hours</td>
<td>15 (1.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 108 MSP annual and evaluation reports; 1381 out of 2340 PD activities (59%) did not identify the duration of the activity in a form that could be converted to hours.

Table 7. Instruments used during and following professional development activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Identified frequency (n = 408.43)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surveys</td>
<td>157.81 (38.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tests/examinations (local and external)</td>
<td>112.88 (27.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>87.74 (21.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>33.65 (8.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolios</td>
<td>15.93 (3.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 108 MSP annual and evaluation reports; 1932 out of 2340 PD activities (83%) did not identify the instruments used during the activity, or the instruments used were identified and did not meet the minimum frequency of 2.5% for inclusion in the identified instruments used categories; n values are not reported as whole numbers due to the weighting of categories within the feature.
Discussion

In this study we examined the inclusion of research-based design elements in the delivery of PD activities for mathematics and science teachers in the NSF MSP program, with a specific interest in determining the extent to which partnerships in the program implemented the core and structural features shown to have significant positive effects on teacher knowledge and classroom practice (Garet et al. 2001, Desimone 2009). Our results show that the partnerships have included various forms of PD, the collective participation of teachers, a content focus in their activities, with some consideration of the duration of the activities, and instruments and benchmarks used to document outcomes for over 2000 PD activities.

With regard to the first research question, focused on the most common forms of teacher PD, courses and workshops were most commonly identified. These results show that, overall, MSPs have continued a traditional model of PD delivery, rather than using more reform-oriented forms (i.e. professional learning communities or coaching) (Loucks-Horsley et al. 1998, Garet et al. 2001). In similar research, the National Center for Education Statistics (2005) found reform-oriented activities to be less common than traditional forms of PD, with 95% of teachers reporting participation in workshops, conferences or training sessions in the past 12 months, compared with 42% reporting participating in mentoring, coaching or peer observation. The findings are also consistent with a recent report by the National Staff Development Council showing that, while nine out of 10 teachers have participated in PD in the form of short-term workshops, fewer teachers have participated in extended learning and more collaborative PD opportunities (Wei et al. 2009). In addition, the US Department of Education’s Mathematics and Science Partnership program (http://www.ed-msp.net/) has similarly reported that summer institutes and in-school follow-up activities are the primary methods of mathematics and science teacher PD, with reform-oriented methods offered less frequently (US Department of Education 2008).

More reform-oriented forms of PD, such as peer coaching and study groups, were present among the MSPs, but with less frequency. One possible explanation for this is that reform-oriented activities could be closely linked with other activities, and therefore embedded in other PD offerings (Wei et al. 2009, Moyer-Packenham and Westenskow in press). For example, a peer coach might be conducting workshops and seminars for teachers in a school or district as ongoing PD throughout the academic year. In fact, the narrative reports reveal that many of the MSPs employ ‘train the
trainer’ models, where teacher leaders often work with their own schools to provide ongoing PD for teachers on site throughout the academic year. Therefore, while peer coaching might be mentioned as a single activity, it could be connected with multiple PD efforts. In addition, reform-oriented PD often does not follow a quantifiable structure. In many cases, reform-oriented PD has an ongoing structure. For example, coaching teachers or participating in a learning community is an ongoing activity that could cross content areas, could change in terms of participation of individuals at any given time, and could have a more flexible duration schedule than traditional PD activity. Therefore, reform-oriented activities may not be easily quantified and reported as separate activities. Moyer-Packenham and Westenskow (in press) also point out the challenge for evaluators trying to assess growth in teachers’ content knowledge when the content is embedded within other development activities. New metrics will need to be developed to determine teacher knowledge growth within these new research-based reform-oriented PD structures.

The results on collective participation showed that the largest portion of PD activities focused on a specific grade level or focused on a specific group, such as pre-service teachers or teacher leaders. Research suggests that when teachers participate collectively they are more likely to have opportunities to discuss concepts and skills in relation to their particular school, department or grade level (Garet et al. 2001). According to the results, this sample of PD activities shows that MSPs have adopted a model that allows teacher participants to better integrate what they are learning into their teaching because the learning is more contextualized to their specific grade level (Loucks-Horsley et al. 1998). This was particularly true for teachers in Grades Six, Seven and Eight, who had more opportunities to participate collectively. The PD of middle-grade teachers is particularly important for a variety of reasons. Recent analyses of Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) data indicate that, in comparison with other top-performing countries, the middle school mathematics curriculum in the United States is not particularly demanding (Schmidt et al. 2002). The middle grades often have teachers in positions where they are teaching out of their field of licensure or degree (i.e. an elementary-certified teacher teaching eighth-grade algebra or physical science). The efforts by the MSPs to provide PD training for in-service and pre-service teachers in the middle grades represent an understanding of this critical need for teacher development for middle school teachers. The MSPs also focused attention on training teacher leaders, which builds capacity in school districts so that, long term, schools will have a cadre of experts who can continue the initiatives when MSP funding ends (Smylie 1995, 1996, York-Barr and Duke 2004).

The results focusing on the most common content delivered as part of teacher PD showed that over one-half of the activities focused on mathematics, with about a quarter focused on science. This finding could be a reflection of the large number of projects in the MSP portfolio that are focused on mathematics only or mathematics and science combined. Additionally, the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, holding districts accountable for reading and mathematics scores, could account for the strong emphasis on mathematics across the program. Regardless of the content selection, the focus on content-specific PD shows the MSPs implementing the suggestions from research on the importance of content development in the design of activities for mathematics and science teachers (Garet et al. 2001).

Among the mathematics-focused PD activities, mathematics curriculum was the most common topic covered (approximately 30% of the PD activities), as compared
with the science-focused PD, where science curriculum received less emphasis (approximately 11%). The greater emphasis on curriculum in the mathematics-focused content, as compared with the science-focused content, may have been due to the availability of NSF-funded curriculum materials developed for mathematics in the past two decades. The creation of these materials was part of a major curriculum and implementation effort designed to improve mathematics instruction (Senk and Thompson 2003, National Research Council 2004).

In the mathematics-focused PD, the content topic to receive the greatest attention in this sample was algebra. This is a critical focus area in light of recent reports. While other countries’ middle school curriculum shifts from a focus on arithmetic to beginning algebra and geometry concepts, the US curriculum remains fragmented and widely varied. The largest proportion of US eighth-graders are enrolled in a regular mathematics course rather than a course in pre-algebra or higher, and almost one-third of US students do not attend schools where algebra is offered (Cogan et al. 2001). In the science-focused PD the most common content presented was physical science, followed by earth and space science and life science. The results for both mathematics and science indicate that teachers learning content or improving their knowledge of content was a primary focus of MSP-supported teacher PD activities. This focus on content demonstrates that the MSPs understand the importance of improving teachers’ content knowledge as a major factor in improving students’ content knowledge in mathematics and science. Particularly for mathematics, this is the strongest link in the research to improving student achievement outcomes.

The most common durations of teacher PD activities were between one hour and 40 hours of PD. By comparison, in a general sample of public school teachers’ participation in PD hours, the teachers in these partnerships have participated in a greater number of PD hours overall (National Center for Education Statistics 2005). For example, regardless of content, a majority of teachers, in general, have received eight or fewer hours of PD in the previous year (National Center for Education Statistics 2005), while the teachers in the present sample have received between one hour and 40 hours of PD. It is also important to highlight that between 14% and 25% of teachers in the present sample have received more than 40 hours of PD since the inception of the MSP program, and even more impressive are the 7–12% of MSP teachers who have received over 80 hours of PD. As our results showed, elementary school teachers represented the largest portion of PD activity recipients.

**Observations**

Results from our review of over 34,000 teachers are similar to those of the National Center for Education Statistics (2005) survey of 44,933 public school teachers, which found that elementary teachers reported participation in more PD in content and methods than secondary teachers. The results also indicate that there were a large number of pre-service students participating in MSP-supported courses and seminars. Regardless, these results show that MSP-supported activities reached a large number of teachers in pre-licensure populations. Although these results show large-scale participation by teachers in PD activities, they are not accompanied by large-scale analyses of teacher knowledge development or links to student achievement in mathematics and science. Further PD designs must go beyond the simple documentation
of participation hours, and include plans for documenting teacher and student growth based on the content of the PD.

Finally, in terms of documenting and measuring PD activities, the results are very limited. While surveys and examinations were reported as ways to measure the results of PD efforts, they are identified in very few PD activities in this sample. Additionally, most MSPs did not report benchmark information for the PD activities; although those that did reported that they met their benchmarks. Prior research on the activities of the MSPs has indicated that, when different types of instruments were used to measure teacher content knowledge after participating in PD activities, there was a significant effect for the use of standard content tests or examinations to measure growth in teachers’ mathematics and science content knowledge when compared with other possible measurement instruments (Moyer-Packenham et al. 2008, Moyer-Packenham and Westenskow in press). Therefore, while the findings indicate that the delivery of PD has adopted important research-based strategies for delivery, partnerships need to design better methods for documenting growth in teacher knowledge and connecting that growth with student outcomes.

Overall, our findings on the inclusion of research-based design elements in the delivery of PD activities for mathematics and science teachers in the NSF MSP program are mixed. There are practices occurring that demonstrate the implementation of research-based, effective PD for mathematics and science teachers. The positive elements in the design of PD in the program show that: there is a focus on collective participation by teachers who teach at the same grade levels, the PD includes specific content such as algebra and physical science, and large portions of teachers are participating in over 20 hours of PD in mathematics and science. These findings indicate that the delivery of PD has adopted important research-proven methods. When teachers participate as a group by grade levels, they can focus on their own learning of the mathematics and science content and on how to support students’ learning of that content by examining specific topics and student misconceptions and error patterns.

Conversely, traditional forms of PD are being used throughout the program, while more reform-oriented and content-embedded forms were reported less frequently. Courses and workshops continue as the dominant form of PD. Perhaps the challenge for evaluators in documenting growth in teacher content knowledge in these reform-oriented and embedded forms of PD constrains designers from using them. There are also few measures used to assess the PD activities, and these assessments are rarely connected with mathematics and science teachers’ classroom practices and student achievement outcomes. The alignment of all of the core and structural features with a clear design for teacher and student assessment is key to bringing together effective PD for teachers of mathematics and science and being able to document effects on teachers’ knowledge growth and changes in their practices that result in improved student outcomes.
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Notes

1. The 48 MSPs, funded in the first three cohorts of awards, included 12 comprehensive MSPs (partnerships focused on K–12 mathematics, science or both), 28 targeted MSPs (partnerships focused on a narrower grade range or disciplinary focus in mathematics and/or science) and eight institute MSPs (focused on developing mathematics and science teachers as school-based and district-based intellectual leaders and master teachers) (National Science Foundation 2007).
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